We have developed a detection algorithm that can be used in conjunction with an MV multiprojection tracking method to detect patient motion during arc radiotherapy through the use of fiducial markers. A combination of these methods can serve to adjust treatment dose with the help of the dynamic multileaf collimator (DMLC), based solely on consecutive MV images.
In contrast to IMRT, VMAT poses new challenges when trying to successfully detect fiducial markers. Because arc therapy uses modulated intensities based on dose rate, a clear image containing all markers can not be obtained by simply subtracting the initially acquired intensity modulated field from the MV projections. Also, because of the DMLC, markers can be covered, in which case they should be ignored by the detection algorithm to prevent incorrect detections.
Consequently, the presented marker detection algorithm first performs several preprocessing steps, as described in the abstract text. Determining the visibility of the markers is then possible based on the coordinates of the marker estimates and the known positions of each collimator leaf. Each marker estimate is initially a projection of the corresponding detected marker in the planning CT and is then translated according to the detected markers in previous MV projections. Next, the algorithm finds the best matches from all contiguous regions in the image, based on the optimization criterion below.
Equation 1:
For every fiducial marker , this criterion is maximized to find the contiguous region (from the set of all regions in the image) that best corresponds to that marker. The correspondence consists of two terms. The first term describes the distance between region and the current marker estimate , divided by a preset, empirically determined maximum distance of 10 mm. The second term considers the presence of regions at the other marker locations, should region correspond to the current marker , again with regard to a preset maximum distance of 5 mm. Finally, bold letters indicate 2-D coordinates, tildes indicate estimations, N is the total number of fiducial markers, is the Dirac delta function and is a constant weighting factor.
Our algorithm was validated on MV projections acquired from four fractions of one patient, with two sets of manually indicated marker positions as ground truth, to include possible interobserver errors. Results obtained from both sets are averaged and shown in Table 1 and Figure  1 . Finally, Figure 2 shows the image processing procedure and the location of detected marker centers on an MV projection with all markers visible. 
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